
Figure 9.  Verticle GPR pro�le taken with the 450 MHz antanne in the basement of appartment two. Truncation can be seen between 3.6 - 4 meters. Figure 8.  Schematic of the location of the Malina entrance based upon accounts from the survivors.

Major Karl Plague was a German o�cer during World War Two responsible for 
saving 250 Jewish forced labor workers at HKP 562 in Vilnius, Lithuania. The 750 
other workers were captured and killed by Nazi SS members on their retreat out of 
the country during Adolf Hitler’s “Final Solution”, their bodies buried in an un-
marked grave. In the summer of 2017, an international team of Jewish scholars, ar-
chaeologists and geophysicists were invited to HKP to investigate two possible lo-
cations in which the mass grave may exist using ground penetrating radar (GPR). 
GPR is a noninvasive technology that sends electromagnetic frequencies into the 
subsurface to examine its stratigraphy. Using 225 and 450 MHz antennae with a 
step size of 0.1m and 0.05m (respectively), GPR data was collected over 6 grids, 
varying in size. Grids were located over a monument to those slaughtered, along 
the back wall of one of the buildings, and in the basement of the same building. 
GPR data was then processed using EKKO_Project and Voxler to examine the sub-
surface. Results showed extensive stratigraphic dipping along the back side of the 
building along with an anomaly in the basement believed to be the entrance to a 
malina.

Figure 10.  Map displaying the locations of the GPR grids and Malina Enterence. 
Figure 11.  A view from behind appartment 2. Just beyond the hedge is location of grids 13 and 11.

Figure 12. Verticle pro�le within Grid 11 showing dipping in the pro�ile at 5.5 meters.

Figure 13. Verticle pro�le within grid 13 showng dipping in the pro�le at meters.

Figure 15. Slice-View image from Grid 11 
displaying the potential location of an       

execution trench (red) behind Appartment 

Figure 16 . Slice-View image from Grid 13 
displaying a potential extecution trench 

(red) behind Appartment 2

Figure 14. GPR Slice-View images from Grid 10 (225 MHz) showing the potential mass grave within the monument. Left image displays 
anomilies at 1.33-1.44 meters in depth and the right image at a depth of 1.44-1.55 meters. Figure 15. Monument where the mass grave is believed to be located. 

Figure 16.  GPR Slice-View images from Grid 9 (450 MHz) displaying the location of the mass grave (red). Image 
on the left is at a depth of 1.11-1.16 and the image on the right is at a depth of 1.16 -1.22.

Figure 16. Verticle GPR pro�le in Grid 10 between 4 and 9 meters at a depth between 1-3 meters there are disturbances in the subsurface. The black lines represent walls 
within the monument.

Figure 17. Verticle GPR pro�le in Grid 9 between 0.5 and 5.5 meters at a depth between 0.5 and 1.5 meters there are disturbances in the subsurface that suggest the soil there 
has been removed and then �lled in again with material other than dirt. 

Methodology

Figure 4. Collection of a GPR line in the
 basement of Appartment 2 in search of the 

Malina Entrance

Figure 6. Collection of GPR line in Grid 9

Figure 5. Collecting GPR data behind 
appartment 2
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In the summer of 2017, this international team collected ground penetrating radar (GPR) data at the assumed location 
of a mass grave, burial trench and melina entrance at the HKP site in Vilnius, Lithuania. The purpose of the project was 
to verify the existence of each of the three features and their dimensions. GPR is a non invasive technology that sends 
and receives radio waves below the surface which bounce o� of subsurface objects and strata. Data was collected 
using pulseEKKO 1000 GPR system with 225 MHz and 450 MHz antennae with a step size of 0.1m and 0.05m respec-
tively. A total of 5 grids measuring 16m x 17m; 11.5m x 9.5m; 8.5m x 11.5m; 6m x 23m; and 8.5m x 12.5m were collect-
ed in sequence over the suspected locations of the mass grave and execution trenches. Three transects were also col-
lected in the basement of the west building where the entrance to the melina was believed to be located. Topograph-
ic data of the grids were all collected using a TopCon laser leveling system. Grid lines 
were collated in GFP Edit to arrange them in the speci�c order in which they were col-
lected. All data was then imported into EKKO_Project processing software that orga-
nized the lines to view re�ections below the surface. Areas with scattered re�ections 
as well as dipping stratigraphic striations verify the locations of both the mass grave 
and execution trench. Truncation within the transects gathered in the basement 
verify the existence to the melina entrance 

When the Germans invaded the Lithuanian city of Vilnius on 
July 22, 1941, they immediately began rounding up the local 
Jewish population and forced them into a small corner of the 
city that became known as the Vilnius Ghetto. Many of the 
residents of the ghetto were working aged men and women 
who the Nazi’s felt could serve a purpose to help the Wehr-
macht succeed. Thus, many forced labor camps were created 
throughout the city. One of these camps was Heereskraft-
fahrpark (HKP) 562. The camp served as a repair shop for 
damaged Nazi vehicles and was run by Major Karl Plagge. 
Though a Nazi himself, Plagge was astounded at the capacity 
for violence towards the Jewish civilians the Nazi’s had. He worked hard to ensure 
that 1,000 of the Jews from the ghetto were given “essential worker” cards and 
housed within the camp. Not only did this keep 
them from the violence that occurred on a day to 
day basis within the ghetto, but it also ensured the 
Jews would be safe when the ghetto was liquidat-
ed. However, in 1944, it became clear that Germa-
ny was losing the war. During their retreat from 
Lithuania, from the encroachment of the Red 
Army, the SS were ordered to liquidate any and all 
camps they came upon. Just before leaving the camp, Major Plagge secretly let 
the 1,000 Jews of his camp know that the SS would be entering the camp soon to 
take them to nearby killing locations. 500 of the HKP Jews hid in hiding places 
throughout the camp while the other 500 were taken away to be killed. However, 
the SS knew that there had to be more people within the camp. After an extensive 
search, 250 of the HKP Jews in hiding were found and killed in the camp court-
yard; their bodies buried in a shallow grave on the back side of the camps west 
building. The �nal 250 Jews that were not found remained in hiding until the Red 
Army came into the city and they knew they were safe to leave their hiding spots. 

Many of the Jews who survived were forced to 
remove some of the bodies from the shallow grave in 
order to bury them in a deeper location. Nearby, di-
rectly in between the two camp buildings, there had 
been a deep pit dug to park the vehicles. Many of the 
bodies were moved from the shallow grave to this lo-
cation and buried. Today, a commemorative monu-
ment is in place over the location of the mass grave. 
In the summer of 2017, an international team of 
Jewish Scholars, Archaeologists and Geophysicists 

were brought to the site in order to 1) locate the entrance to one of the hiding 
places in the West Building’s basement, 2) con�rm that there had been a mass 
grave dug on the back side of the west building, and 3) con�rm the existence of a 
mass grave beneath the monument on the site. 

Figure 1: Major Karl Plagge

Figure 2: HKP cerca 1943

Figure 3: Bullet hole remains still in situ on 
the back side of the west building.

Introduction
Figure 7.  A picture taken within the believed Malina. 
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Results

GPR grid data has veri�ed the existence of the mass 
grave, execution trench, and melina entrance at the HKP 
forced labor camp in Vilnius, Lithuania. 225MHz and 
450MHz frequencies showed re�ections of subsurface 
disturbances that share similar characteristics of a 
trench, mass grave. These highly re�ective frequencies 
in the depth slices, shown in red, have an orientation 
and shape that suggest the mass grave is located on the 
bottom half of the surveyed monument area while the 
execution trenches are located along the southern half 
of the west building (Figure X and X). Line data collected 
in the basement of the west building displays truncation 
in a location that suggests the melina is close to the wall 
and a half a meter wide. Each of these results con�rms 
witness accounts of the events that occurred at HKP that 
resulted in 250 lives being saved. 


